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Course Description：

The instructor is a tenured member of the Keio SDM graduate school 
faculty. He is also Special Adviser to the Prime Minister's Cabinet, 
working in his own office at the PM Residence closely with PM Shinzo 
Abe for his international communications.
   This class is for you to further your interest in the discipline of IPE, or 
international political economy, in general, and Japan's politico-economic 
development in particular.
   It is intended not so much to give you a fixed amount of knowledge as 
to provoke your thoughts to the extent you could yourself advance your 
own academic interest in the IPE, as well as in the country and its political 
economy.
   The class-structure is highly interactive, very much so, from the 
beginning through to the end. Your tutor will use few power-point slide 
presentations in order to better stimulate class-room discussions.
   "Speak out, or go out," being his credit grading principle, be aware that 
you must always be forthcoming. Reading assignment is considerable in 
amount, so be prepared for that as well. There will be a good deal many 
opportunities throughout the course for the class members to make 
presentations either individually or as a group.
   The course is designed for and given to the SDM graduate students from 
abroad. The only prerequisite being your own curiosity, the door is widely 
open to accommodate others from across the Keio community.
   Needless to say the class members are allowed to speak not even a 
single word in Japanese. All reading materials to be assigned, as specified 
in the following sections, will be provided in English. Nothing but English 
should be used to write back to your tutor.
Textbooks：

Specified in the following entries.
Reference Books：

Specified in the following entries.
Course Plan：
1 Introduction: The instructor, a tenured professor as well as a 

non-permanent member of the Prime Minister's advisory board, will 
introduce who he is in detail to the class, and touch on the importance 
of always putting contemporary events into historical perspective. For 
after all, any system, so long as it is man-made, old and new alike, has 
"hystereses" behind it.
   For our next gathering each and every member wishing to take the 
course and get a credit must submit, 24 hours prior to the meeting, an 
A-4 sized, one to two page essay electronically to your tutor 
describing: "what I know I know of Japanese political economy and 
what I know I do not know of them," that is your known knowns and 
known unknowns about the country's political economy.

2 Stocktaking your knowledge and interests: Your tutor will pick 
up two or three papers that will have captured his attention more than 
others, and ask their authors to take the podium and introduce their 
arguments to the audience. This will be an important exercise for your 
tutor to stocktake your knowledge about the subject matter we will be 
dealing with.

3 Where Japan stands now, economically: we will start our 
class discussions first by taking a look at the country's economy as it 
stands now. There will be no reading assignment for this particular 
meeting.

4 How Japan's political economy has evolved over the last decades: 
Your world outlook and the resultant decisions you make hardly go 
beyond the boundary you develop over time in your upbringings. That 
holds true as regards the state you are a member of. The tutor 
introduces his own personal history in order for the class to grasp how 
Japan has evolved politico-economically since the end of WWII. He 

will then ask volunteers from the floor to share their own views with 
the rest of the class.
   For our next meeting the members of the class without exception 
will read Yasusuke Murakami's argument, "what is developmentalism 
as a system?", of which paper is to be distributed in time, and submit 
24 hours in advance to our next gathering electronically to your tutor 
three most urgent questions drawn from the reading. This is to 
familiarize the class with Japan's post war development and the 
uniqueness thereof, if any.

5 What is "Developmentalism as a System?": Your tutor will ask 
one or two members of the class to introduce their own three most 
urgent questions they will have drawn from Murakami's discussion. 
The class will spend the remainder exploring some of the core ideas 
behind the late scholar's arguments.
   For our next meeting all of you without exception will read Kaoru 
Sugihara, "The East Asian Path of Economic Development: A Long-
term Perspective," in Arrighi, Hamashita and Selden, ed., The 
Resurgence of East Asia: 500, 150 and 50 year perspectives. As usual 
you must each give your tutor electronically 24 hours in advance of 
the next meeting three questions that you wish to learn more about.

6 Industrial Revolution VS Industrious Revolution: Based on the 
questions gatherable by the meeting your tutor will discuss what the 
core idea of "industrious revolution" is like.
   Between the class and the next each and every one of you must 
write a short essay, one that is A-4 sized and two pages, describing 
what you think you have learnt over the last two classes that have 
discussed Japan's (and East Asia's) developmental path. The deadline, 
as usual, will be 24 hours prior to the next meeting.

7 Presentation: One or two member(s) of the class appointed in 
advance will share their thoughts, field questions, and engage the 
class for discussions to conclude our sessions on Japan's 
developmental path.
   From the next gathering onward we will be looking into what the 
discipline of IPE has traditionally addressed, by first reading David 
A. Lake, "British and American Hegemony Compared: Lessons for 
the Current Era of Decline," in Frieden and Lake, ed., International 
Political Economy: Perspectives on Global Power and Wealth.
   For this, your tutor wishes to have one or two volunteer(s) who will 
at the next meeting either separately or jointly walk the class on what 
the argument is about.

8 Hegemonic Stability: The volunteer (s) will first present the 
summary of the assigned article, field questions from the floor, and 
sort out what to be learnt more. Your tutor will supplement the 
discussion by further introducing the idea of "hegemonic stability," 
one originated largely from the works of Robert Gilpin.
   The reading assignment for our next meeting is to do with the 
genesis of the post WWII international monetary system: how the 
Bretton Woods System came about.
   Each and every one of you must read "Anglo-American 
Cooperation for Internationalism: Keynes's Second World War Vision 
for a Post-war World," which is a 58-page chapter entry of Donald 
Markwell, John Maynard Keynes and International Relations: 
Economic Paths to War and Peace. Again, your tutor urges two to 
three members of the class to exchange notes and prepare a group 
presentation for our next meeting.

9 Bretton Woods System: We will first discuss what actually 
happened in the summer of 1944 in the U.S. state of New Hampshire 
between the two closest allies of the U.K. and the U.S., based on the 
presentation to be made by appointed members of the class. Your 
tutor will also touch on what ensued as regards the post war monetary 
order.
   For our next meeting you must each read Werner Abelshauser, "The 
Burden of Power: Military Aspects of International Financial 
Relations During the Long 1950s," in Flandreau, et.al., ed., 
International Financial History in the Twentieth Century: System and 
Anarchy. As before volunteers are requested to come out and prepare 
for the presentation they should make at the next meeting.

10 Why military is about money and vice versa?: The class will 
discuss the presentation the assigned members are making. It will lead 
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us to ponder what role money politics could play in the arena of 
international relations, which is the reason that you must next read 
Jonathan Kirshner, "Currency and Coercion in the Twenty-First 
Century," a 23-page chapter entry in David M. Andrews, eds., 
International Monetary Power. Another individual, or a group, must 
prepare a presentation for the next gathering discussing his arguments.

11 How Sadam got defeated: Firstly the class will discuss the 
presentation to be made by volunteer readers. Having spent some time 
pondering the mingling of money and military, we will turn our 
attention next to what "alliance" still means in the international 
relations.
   The reading assignment for our next meeting is the following. 
Michael R. Auslin, "The US Alliance Structure in Asia," in Mahnken 
and Blumenthal ed., Strategy in Asia: The Past, Present, and Future 
of Regional Security. Each and every one of the class must give your 
tutor electronically 24 hours in advance of the next meeting three 
questions to be explored more.

12 Asia's Cold War, passé?: Your tutor will first address the 
questions gatherable by the meeting and tell you more about what has 
happened till now in the U.S.-led alliance system in the region. The 
model of "hub and spokes" will be highlighted, followed by 
discussions on what future shape the system will likely take.
     For our next meeting your tutor wishes to have a group that will 
make a presentation about Japan's debate as regards "collective self-
defence (or to defend itself jointly with others in layman's terms)."

13 Japan's Changing Security Posture: The assigned group will first 
make their presentation and stimulate the class to gather ever more 
questions to be explored. Your tutor will then address those questions 
to lead the class to better grasp the changing security situation in the 
region, and Japan's response thereof.
     For our 14th session your tutor wishes yet another new group to 
look into the region's economic integration in general, and the TPP, or 
Trans Pacific Partnership, which the 12 Pacific-rim member nations 
agreed upon in 2015 in particular in order for the group to make a 
presentation for the next meeting.

14 TPP: The class will learn what the assigned group will have to 
say, first, to be followed by further explanations about its even deeper 
implications from your tutor.
     To wrap up the class will discuss what takeaways the members 
will have had, and what more to be explored in the future.

Other Optional: Volunteers will make a house tour at the Prime 
Minister's Official Residence, or the Kantei in Japanese. This is 
optional with no effect on your grades.

Lecturer's Comments to Students：

Read a lot, discuss a lot among your colleagues, and speak out.
Method of Evaluation：

You have already seen in the sections above that almost each class will 
come with assignments, some lighter, but some heavy. Those assignments 
will give your tutor a very good sense as to who excels. He will do his 
best in responding to the members' comments and questions. 
Questions/Comments：

Your tutor is available 24/7 at taniguchi AT sdm.keio.ac.jp
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